freeLove
As you might know it is not so easy to find a girl when you stay behind your PC all day (including the
nights). But at least here in Germany there is a solution to that problem.
It is called “dating sites”. That is a webpage where you can enter details about yourself and view the
profiles of others who you might like to date. Some popular sites are: www.iLove.de www.neu.de
www.meetic.de
This article is about exploiting the one with the most similar name to the headline.

„Love is like software - it is better when it is free“
One day we were driving in our car down some dark and cloudy road passing depressive thoughts.
We somehow came up with the subject of these dating sites. Tim (who is the more
social/communicative type) had already tried something like that (Jan would be rather too shy for
that kind of thing).
The main thing that had pissed Tim off was that he had to pay for talking to other people (girls) on
that site. The point is that these services let you pay a certain fee per month so you can use features
like sending emails to other users which is obviously the only thing you use that page.
Jan however knew from his sister that it is possible for girls to send messages to guys (not girls) for
free. Any way to mess with that?

Setting up the test environment
To do a replay of that situation we created a guy and a girl on a popular dating site. The marvellous
girl was named “himbaereis“ and the stunning guy had the nick “mikesCoolMail”. Maybe you come
across those two (be warned: they will not date YOU).
To see what is going on over the line we used some tools like the good old ethereal and the pretty
unstable but useful Achilles. Achilles is a proxy that can open up even ssl-connections and displays
the information sent in requests and responses.

Achilles displaying the http-request sent to transmit a message
As usual for these meetings we also had bunches of coke and espresso ready to help us out.

Sniffing the glue that holds the Love together
First we had to find out what was going on when sending a message to another user. In the first place
we started out with the girl’s account sending messages to other guys. Since it was in the late
evening many people were online and saw us visiting their profiles. We tried to keep the traffic low
and not to disturb too many other legitimate users.
When we kind of found out that the only thing distinguishing the recipient was his uid we tried to
mess with that. Sending mails to ourselves would be kind of useless. So we picked out a good looking
girl that we wanted to date. Finding out the uid is pretty simple since it is part of the link to the user’s
profile.
We told that girl to send us a messages back if this thing worked out. She probably had no interest in
a girl-girl relationship.

The uid is easily captured from the url of the profile

Works for girls but not for us
After some playing around with the request data we finally figured out how to send messages to
girls. The way we did it was that we logged in as himbaereis and started writing a message to a guy.
When the message was submitted we intercepted it using Achilles and replaced the recipients uid
with the girl’s one who we wanted to date.
We immediately started writing a letter of complaint to team of iLove.
When suddenly Tim remembered that we in fact were boys not girls and so it was in question if we
could even do the same attack while being logged in as guys.
This was the birth of “mikesCoolMail” (introduced above). We tried to just send any message to
someone but had to realize that while girls could write boys, boys were not able to send any
messages.
At that point (around 3 am) our world collapsed. Disappointed we crawled into our beds and cried
ourselves to sleep. Could that be the end of our genius work?

No retreat, no surrender

An important conversation the next days

When Tim woke up the next day (about late afternoon…), he found a mail in his box, Jan had written.
He finally found a way to have Mike send a mail to himbaereis. Victory was ours.

When we first tried to send a message as a boy, we could not get past the “pay for this”-screen. It
seemed that guys cannot do anything in the system. Jans idea was to make our own user-form which
we could use to compile our messages. After that, our old trick with faked uids worked again.
To make this work, we just needed a little old-fashioned HTML and JavaScript knowledge, to make
our messages look like they were sent from a valid user-account.
You can find the source code here.

Our love got rejected
Being the nice guys we are, we wrote an email to ilove.de

Our letter to the people in charge at iLove.de

The letter mainly tells them the things we just told you in the above text plus a step by step
description, how to use the proof of concept.

We never heard from them. At least THEY should know, how important communication is in a
relationship.

